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QEIDF1 Client 

This is the DF1 Client addendum. This addendum describes the pop-up window tabs, fields, 
and ranges of valid parameters for entry in those fields. 

Note : The documentation and/or manuals provided by the servers vendors must be read 

and understood thoroughly prior to configuration. 

Revision Description Date 
A Release to Production December 2001 
B Formatting Update April 2012 
C Formatting Update January 2016 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts. Any information about 
aspects of the DF1 Client operation should be referenced from the vendor documentation.  

NOTE 
Some parameters may vary from the displays in the illustrations that follow. This is because 

the “Template.mdb” file currently used by your system may be different. 

Introduction 

The DF1 Client is designed to communicate with the Allen-Bradley series of PLC’s 
(Programmable Logic Controllers) that support DF1 communications via an RS-232 
connection.  Please refer to Allen-Bradley documentation to determine which PLC’s support 
DF1 communication. 

QEI’s implementation is designed to read data from the PLC, not to control any control points 
or set points.  It will read data from the ‘N’ registers, which are A-B PLC registers that store 
integer data.  The configuration will allow the data to be read as an analog value (16 bit 
integer) or as a status point (16 status points per word). 

Two function codes are supported: 

 TYPED_READ (Function Code &h67) 

This function code read data from a specified number of N registers starting at a 
specified N register.  The command code for this is TYPED_WORD_RANGE (&h0). 

 TYPED_WRITE (FC &h68, Flag Byte &h42) 

This function code is used to periodically time sync the PLC. The time is written to the 
following registers: 

N19:01 – Year (200n) 

N20:02 – Month (1- 12) 

N21:03 – Day (1 – 31) 

N22:04 – Hours (0 – 23) 

N23:05 – Minutes (0 – 59) 

N24:06 – Seconds (0 –59) 
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The time synch can be enabled or disabled, and the time synch interval is 
configurable.  DF1 uses a source/destination address structure.     

Polling Sequence 

When the RTU begins to poll, it will poll the first device for all of its defined polling groups, 
analog and status.  It will then move on to the next device in its list. 

If the RTU should encounter a device which was does not respond, it will retry for a number 
of times as set in the configuration.  If the device fails to respond after the number of retries is 
exhausted, the device will be marked failed. 

The DF1 Client will continue to poll the remaining good devices.   

After a configurable number of polls, a failed device will be retried to see if it is 
communicating.  If the device responds, it will be placed back into the polling queue and 
polled normally.  If it does not respond, it will remain in the failed queue. 

For configuration of the polling parameters, refer to the Polling tab in the DF1 Driver window. 

Client Configuration  

There are relatively few configuration parameters for the DF1 client. 

Analog Tab 

The Analog Tab has (10) polling groups; each group contains a starting register (AnalogReg 
nn) and a number of registers (NumberReg nn).   

Each group is an individual poll to an ‘N’ register for some number of registers.  Each polled 
register holds (1) analog point value.  The first register polled is the Nxx:1 register, and a 
maximum or 50 registers can be polled. 

A value of 0 in each field of a polling group disables that polling group. 

Status Tab 

The Status Tab has (10) polling groups; each group contains a starting register (StatusReg 
nn) and a number of registers (NumberReg nn). 

Each group is an individual poll to an ‘N’ register for some number of registers.  Each polled 
register holds (16) status point values.  The first register polled is the Nxx:1 register, and a 
maximum of 25 registers can be polled (representing 400 status points). 

A value of 0 in each field of a polling group disables that polling group. 

Standard Tab 

 

The Standard Tab has two fields – Address and Port Number. 

The Address field sets the DF1 address of the PLC in the RTU.  A valid entry is any address 
from 1 to 254.  A value of 0 disables polling. 

The Port Number sets the RTU’s port that will be used to communicate to the PLC.  Any 
serial port in the list is valid.  
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The Driver Window can be reached by clicking on the Driver button on the bottom left of the 
Options Window. 

Polling Tab 

The Polling Tab provides the field necessary to configure the way the DF1 Client polls the 
devices connected to the assigned port. 

 Next Poll – Sets the wait interval in milliseconds between polls between one 
device and the next. 

 Normal Poll – Sets the interval between poll cycles in seconds.  A poll cycle is 
one complete loop through all devices in the polling queue.  This does not 
include failed devices. 

 Poll Retries – Sets the number of times that the DF1 client will poll one device 
before it considers it failed. 

 Poll Fail – Sets the number of poll cycles before a failed device is retried. 

 

The Client Address field sets the DF1 Master Address for the RTU.  The PLC will respond to 
this address when it sends its reply. 

TimeSync Tab 

The TimeSync Tab sets the parameters that are responsible for handling the time 
synchronization functions in the DF1 Client. 

The EnableTimeSync field turns the time synch functions on or off.  The default setting is No. 

The TimeSyncInterval sets the time in seconds between forced time sync’s by the RTU.  The 
format and the registers the time is sent to is documented in the Introduction of this 
addendum.  

 


